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Pushing creative boundaries while keeping an eye on 
industrialization. 
This simple formula could characterise the long-standing 
partnership between PLANK and Konstantin Grcic. 2022 sees 
the launch of their newest creations, BENCH and BENCH 
table. 
The starting point of this project was a plain wooden beam 
to sit on. Extending both ends of the beam down to the floor 
creates the legs of a simple bench. The inverted U-shape 
looks familiar, were it not for a special detail. Seat and legs 
are plugged together by means of an invisible pin connection, 
which requires no tools for assembly or disassembly. 
BENCH table was developed on the same construction 
principle and complements the bench harmoniously. While 
the bench is determined in its dimension and shape, the 
tables can be configured in different formats and leg 
positions. The timeless simplicity of the design allows BENCH 
and BENCH table to adapt to many different environments - 
public and domestic, traditional and modern, simple and 
elegant. The use of spruce wood, sourced from a local 
forestry, was a deliberate choice. It pays tribute to PLANK’s 
legacy as manufacturer of traditional alpine chairs. It also 
stands for a timeless and long-lasting solution, which 
expresses PLANK’s uncompromising dedication to the 
objectives of sustainability. 
BENCH connects - people, places, perspectives.
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12 13BENCH with BENCH tableBENCH with BENCH table



14 15BENCH mechanism BENCH table configurations



16 17BENCH with BENCH table, REMO chair upholstered and MONZA Armchair
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20 21BENCH with BENCH table and MONZA armchair



22 23BENCH with BENCH table and MONZA armchairBENCH with BENCH table and MONZA armchair



24 25BENCH with BENCH table and REMO chair upholstered  BENCH with BENCH table and REMO chair upholstered  
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Seat and sides in solid wood, spruce oiled. 
Wood elements connected by a quick 
assembly system. Glides in plastic or felt.

Mod. 0628-01

Mod. 0660-01

Mod. 0661-01

Wooden finishings
spruce

Glides

natural natural

Plastic glides Felt glides

BENCH  design Konstantin Grcic

BENCH table  design Konstantin Grcic

Mod. 0662-01 Mod. 0682-01
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Wooden finishings
spruce

Table top and sides in solid wood, spruce 
oiled. Wood elements connected by a quick 
assembly system. Glides in plastic or felt. 
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